UMA Dashboard/Analytics Wireframe

Kantara UMA WG
UMA lets an individual control the authorization of data sharing and service access made between online services on the individual's behalf.
Click on Unseen University

Click on Resource4Loan

Click on BigCo.Com

Click on Pending Requests

Click on Contract Expiring

Click on Transactions
Click on Analytics to return

Click on CV Professional
Hello Alice

Change password

Settings

Requestors

Unseen University
- CV Professional
- UniBank Corp
- Financial Risk CS
- Resources4Loan

Unseen University

Protected Resource: CV Professional
Type: Biographical
Sensitivity: Low
Registered: 01/29/2010
Status: Active

Share
Edit

Requestors
Transaction History

Type of Information

Locational
Vacational
Biological
Biographical

Privacy Exposure

Your information around the World

Alerts and Notifications

Pending Requests (2)
Contracts Expiring (1)
Transactions (3)
Violations (0)

Resources/Hosts or Basket

Unseen University
CV Professional
UniBank Corp
Financial Risk CS
Resources4Loan

Click on Analytics to return
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Hello Alice

Resources/Hosts or Basket
- Unseen University
- UniBank Corp
- Financial RISK CS
- Resources4Loan *
  - Basket

Requestors
- BigCo.Com
- Financial Service

Alerts and Notifications
- Pending Requests (2)
- Contracts Expiring (1)
- Transactions (3)
- Violations (0)

Type of Information
- Locational
- Vacational
- Biological
- Transactional

Privacy Exposure

Your information around the World

Click on Analytics to return

Click on Basket
Hello Alice
Change password

Resources/Hosts or Basket
- Unseen University
- UniBank Corp
- Financial RISK CS
- Resources4Loan

Requestors
- BigCo.Com
- Financial Service

Alerts and Notifications
- Pending Requests (2)
- Contracts Expiring (1)
- Transactions (3)
- Violations (0)

Basket
Resources Reference: Resources4Loan
Type: Transactional
Sensitivity: Medium/high
Created: 01/29/2010
Status: Active

Share
Edit

Type of Information
- Locational
- Vacational
- Biological
- Biographical

Privacy Exposure

Your information around the World

Click on Analytics to return
Click on × return
Analytics

Click on Analytics to return

Click on return
Analytics

Hello Alice
Change password
Settings

Resources/Hosts or Basket
- Unseen University
- UniBank Corp
- Financial RISK CS
- Resources4Loan *

Requestors
- BigCo.Com
- Financial Service

Alerts and Notifications
- Pending Requests (2)
  SoftCo.Com consent request
  SalaryDoc Finalize Registration
- Contracts Expiring (1)
- Transactions (3)
- Violations (0)

Type of Information

Privacy Exposure

Your information around the World

Click on SoftCo.Com consent request
Resources/Hosts or Basket
- Unseen University
- UniBank Corp
- Financial RISK CS
- Resources4Loan *

Requestors
- BigCo.Com
- Financial Service

Alerts and Notifications
- Pending Requests (2)
  - SoftCo.Com consent request
    - Resource Requested: Host or Basket
    - Type: CV Professional
    - Sensitivity: Unseen University
    - Contract: Biographical
    - Contract: Low
    - Data Processing
    - Consent
    - View Policy
  - SalaryDoc Finalize Registration
- Contracts Expiring (1)
- Transactions (3)
- Violations (0)

Type of Information
- Locational
- Biological
- Transactional
- Vacational
- Biographical

Privacy Exposure

Your information around the World

Click on Analytics to return

Click on return
CopMonkey protects your data
an UMA sample AM

Resources/Hosts or Basket
- Unseen University
- UniBank Corp
- Financial RISK CS
- Resources4Loan *

Requestors
- BigCo.Com
- Financial Service

Alerts and Notifications
- Pending Requests (2)
- Contracts Expiring (1)
  BigCo.Com (2 weeks)
- Transactions (3)
- Violations (0)

Type of Information
- Locational
- Vacational
- Biological
- Transactional
- Biographical

Privacy Exposure

Your information around the World
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Hello Alice

Analytic

Click on Analytics to return

Your information around the World

Click to enlarge view
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CopMonkey protects your data
an UMA sample AM

Resources/Hosts or Basket
- Unseen University
- UniBank Corp
- Financial RISK CS
- Resources4Loan *

Requests
- BigCo.Com
- Financial Service

Alerts and Notifications
- Pending Requests (2)
- Contracts Expiring (1)
- Transactions (3)
  - SalaryDocument Registered
  - BigCo.Com Negotiated
  - BigCo.Com Consent
- Violations (0)

Type of Information
- Locational
- Biological
- Transactional
- Vacational
- Biographical

Privacy Exposure

Your information around the World

Click on SalaryDocument Registered
Click on BigCo.Com Negotiate
Resources/Hosts or Basket
- Unseen University
- UniBank Corp
- Financial RISK CS
- Resources4Loan *

Requestors
- BigCo.Com
- Financial Service

Alerts and Notifications
- Pending Requests (2)
- Contracts Expiring (1)
- Transactions (3)
  - SalaryDocument Registered
  - BigCo.Com Negotiated
  - BigCo.Com Consent
- Violations (0)

Registered
- Resource Protected: SalaryInfo
- Host or Basket: SalaryDocument
- Created: 02/21/2010
- Type:
- Sensitivity:
- Status: Waiting for Finalize

Finalize Registration
Delete

Type of Information
- Locational
- Biological
- Transactional
- Vacational
- Biographical

Privacy Exposure

Your information around the World
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Analytics

Click on Analytics to return

Click on return
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Click on Analytics to return
Click on return
UMA Resource/host Status

- **Resource**
  - Introduce Resource/host to AM

- **Registered**

- **Waiting for Finalize**
  - Finalize Registration with host settings: Def/Glossary, Type of Data, Sensitivity, Resource Policy

- **Waiting for Requestor**
  - Share resource with a Requestor

- **Active**

- **Deleted**
User Privacy Exposure

- **Personal information**
  - Level of sensitivity
    - Personal classification
    - UMA Classification
      - Recommended value

- **Requestor**
  - Reputation
    - Black list evaluation
  - CPRF
    - Privacy Regulation

- **Contract**
  - Type of
    - UMA Classification
      - Recommended value
    - Limited storing 1
      - Processing 2
        - Publishing 3
  - Consent
  - Validity
    - Online Yes/No
    - Period (Long/short)
    - UMA Classification
      - Level of Assurance

CPRF: Country Privacy Risk Factor
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